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The Ripple Effect

If everyone does a little ... it can make a great change. In leadership it is rarely large acts by one person that create impact, but rather a community of small acts that combine to make ripples of change in the lives of others.
The Steps to Success

- Competition is the **HEART** of the Campaign
- Have a Kick-Off - A class lesson is GREAT
- Set a Beginning and an End & Publicize it (have follow ups in the middle)
- Set Goals and Track Them Publically
- Offer Rewards!
Competition

Competition can build community in class, but also on campus. It greatly increases student involvement if planned and implanted correctly.

Make sure that all on campus can contribute.

Run the drive through a specific period class (advisory or homerooms are great).

Have competitions within the completion. Get the teachers/students to compete by department for one day or have a 7th vs. 8th within the school wide event.
Kick Off Events

Lesson taught in class can launch

Lunch time events can launch - can stacking at lunch is a fun game for the Food Bank event.

At the time of Kick Off set up a visual area to track the collection in a Community Area

*******make update announcements often
Set a Beginning & an End

Publicize a Beginning and an End - Posters and Flyers. Maybe a tele parent or flyer home too. Stick to it! Don’t let anyone fly in at the end, especially if the count is known. Cheating hurts future motivation.

Give the Drive a Theme
“Make Shippee Kiss a Piggy”
“Put a Pie in their Eye”
“It’s Slime Time”
Set Goals & Offer Rewards

School Wide Goal
If Terronez Brings in 2,000 Cans of Food Mr. Shipman will be Slimed at our Next Rally.

Class Goals
The Advisory that donates the most food will get a Pizza Party, the class with the 2nd most will get doughnuts, and the class in 3rd will get Fruit by the Foot (ask ASB to fund).

The Grade Level with the most food donated will get an extended lunch.
Idea’s for Drives

Community Food Bank - Feeding America Network

Pennies for Patients - Leukemia Lymphoma Society

Pop Tabs - Ronald Mc Donald House

Change Bandits - Benefits Children's Hospital
Idea’s Continued

Kid’s Day - Super Fun & Super Easy.

Try to find an charity close to your school and reach out to them. It also builds a sense of community.

Plan a trash clean up around your school. Walking though the streets on Saturday picking up trash is more fun than you think.
Know where your school is and pick a place close that you can impact. Then mobilize a group to go out to that place and volunteer.

Involve a group of kids who may be invisible to help accomplish the task. Terronez always takes a group of SPED kids to volunteer.

Teachers can offer homework passes for participation, PE can offer free non dress days for extra donations, and always include the grown ups in the competition ... they are part of the school!